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About This Game

IMAZE.EXE 2 - game where you need to found the way from maze.

Features:

- 60 levels.
- Pleasant music.

- More than 2 hours of gameplay.
- Simple controls.

- Steam Achievements.
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Credits:

 Programming: AFBIK Studio

 Music and effects: zapsplat
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Title: IMAZE.EXE 2
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AFBIK Studio
Publisher:
AFBIK Studio
Franchise:
AFBIK Studio
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: Use headphones for better experience!

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Vietnamese,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian
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This would be better suited as a child's mobile phone game. For me it's boring. The pacing is slow, the controls are awkward and
the music is subpar. I like the graphics, and the game looks unique, but the gameplay doesn't hold up, sorry.. This is a pretty
good game, over all. The art might not be everyone's cup of tea, but I thought it was cute. The story is predictable at times, but I
went "oh snap!" once or twice. There are twists and turns I didn't see coming. :) I got the game in a bundle, and I'm not sure if it
would be worth the full price--considering it only took me about an hour and a half to complete the entire thing. Then again, I'm
a fast reader.

Over all, it's short and bittersweet. Pick it up if you're into not-so-happy, yet not-so-tragic endings.

. davvero molto carino , divertente e innovativo!!! consigliatissimoooooooooo. after 2 hours of just pure fun it lives up the
legend as adicted gameplay and a bit of hedic sometimes but
good everything

con for those who dont have ocoules

. Honestly, it's not all that bad. The story flows well, the music is nice, the gameplay is ok (although a little tedious at times if
you are as bad at the game as I am). The English translation isnt great though, so you have to try and decipher the broken
English at times, but it mostly gets the point across. I think Francesco Trovato has a way to go with making games, but certainly
has potential.. Probably play this more then anything. Infinite replay value. My favorite experience, even seated.
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great game! not just for some sceenes but also for the storie. While the learning curve is low (and there is no tutorial), it doesn't
take long to realize that if this game had a mechanic to speed up time, it wouldn't be a challenge at all. Yeah there are moments
where you frantically try and fix the pollution problem but once you find the right balance, all that's left to do is afk for an hour
or so, or stare at your screen as your wallet slowly fills up.

It's really frustrating how slow paced this game can be. Morever there's no sense of progress once you beat a level. Nothing new
to unlock, no new buildings, just more of the same sitting and waiting and tweaking.. A cute, fun and short game that can
actually get pretty difficult at times.
But the music was pretty motivating and kept me going.
The setting is especially pleasant.

It's a free game, check it out.
Why not, right?
I did, and I don't regret anything.

(Apart from killing the cute water droplet over and over again; that I do regret). The Primary selling point of this game is its
ridiculous concept. You have to spin in a full 360 before you can even fire your gun, and scope is not usable. It's got a small
learning curve but the game is actually pretty entertaining.
However there are some drawbacks. The game currently only has one map, and there is no option to host your own server, or
create a party to play with friends. The gameplay gets repetitive quickly. After twenty minutes you will have experienced all it
has to offer, and with no reward for playing im sure players will get bored of playing, and just quit once they feel they have
exausted the entertainment value.

At the time of this review the game has only just been released so there may be updates in the future. Things may be subject to
change, and if they do I will change this review to reflect that.

Let's Pro/Con this.

Pros:
*Funny parody of call of duty sniping.
*High skill ceiling due to aiming.
*very cheap price point.
*Good for a few laughs.

Cons:
*Not enough substance to play for longer than half an hour.
*No easy way to play with friends.
*Only one map.
*No rewards for playing.

Suggestions for the developers:
*Please add a way to host my own servers from home.
*Please add a way to create parties so I can team up with other people.
*Some additional maps, and gamemodes would be nice.
*Mobility needs improvement, the cooldown on jumping is too long.
*Character customization.
*Cosmetic unlocks and rewards for playing, so that I can feel like I want to play.
*Better sound effects, and lighting.
*Sprint

In conclusion I think this game is worth the price point for a few laughs, and a pretty fun way to pass a bit of time. It's a fun
concept but be warned it gets stale pretty quick.. hard as hell but really captures the lovecraft feel, and the randomly generated
levels feel varied enough. Just need some balancing and better controls.
the great old ones would be pleased.. The game is always crashing. If you try to load a game, it will crash. You will basically
have to beat the game in one sit through.. I really do enjoy this game. It's pretty simple to understand, but offers enough strategy
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combined with luck to make it entertaining. Everything is cool, keep it up.Just add new types of heroes and spells.. this game is
very cool play similar to Mech commander big robots you control in a match of two sides fee to play MMO game
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